Effects of pre-motion electromyographic silent period on dynamic force exertion during a rapid ballistic movement in man.
The effects of pre-motion silent period (PSP) on dynamic force exertion were studied in ten healthy subjects performing ballistic elbow extensions. The experiments were designed to evaluate the significance of mean differences between the averaged dynamic force curves of two groups: PSP-presence groups and PSP-absence groups. The presence of PSP was judged quantitatively and automatically by means of a newly developed method using statistical analysis. The results indicated that there were two effects of PSP on dynamic force exertion: one was a reducing effect, observed prior to the movement; the other was a reinforcing effect, observed in the first part of the ballistic movement. The duration of the reinforcement was significantly correlated with the duration of the reducing effect of PSP. The findings suggested that the reinforcement of dynamic force may be produced by the pre-stretch of agonistic muscles caused by prior force reduction due to PSP occurrence. The fact that PSP plays an important role in dynamic force exertion suggests that PSP may be incorporated in the central motor control system designed to interrupt the background activity, to stretch the agonist and to reinforce the dynamic force.